FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3
Morning Location: 20 Bedford Way (Room W3.01)

8:30AM: Breakfast

9:00AM: “Building a new Metaketa” - Introductions; setting goals and expectations
         Alexandra Hartman, Alexandra Scacco, Gareth Nellis

9:45AM: Research in progress under this priority theme
         Daniel Posner, Ala’ Alrababa’h, and Marine Casalis
         Moderator: Yamil Ricardo Velez

11:00AM: Break

11:30AM: Feedback session
         Peter van der Windt et al - “Who Hosts? Determinants of Hosting the Internally Displaced”
         Moderator: Rosario Aguilar

12:45PM: Lunch
         Location: UCL IAS Common Room

Afternoon Location: UCL Wilkins Building (Garden Room)

2:00PM: Practitioner and funder work under this priority theme
         Thomas Ginn (CGD), Madeline Page (OSF), Casey Wolfe
         Risko (USDS - JTIP), and Katja Starc Card (IRC)
         Moderator: Rebecca Wolfe

3:00PM: Meeting adjourns
4:00PM: Social activity with Climate Change Governance Group  
Location: British Museum (Great Russell St)

6:30PM: Dinner with Climate Change Governance Group  
Location: Vivat Bacchus Farringdon (47 Farringdon Street)

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4  
All-Day Location: UCL Wilkins Building (Haldane Room)

8:30AM: Breakfast

9:00AM: Brief welcome session and summary of yesterday’s activities  
Daniel Rubenson

9:15AM: Promises and pitfalls of coordinated research (joint session with the Climate Change Governance group)  
Tara Slough  
Location: UCL IAS Common Room

10:15AM: Societal challenges related to migrant integration:  
Intervention and design ideas generation (small groups session)  
Moderator: Alexandra Scacco

11:30AM: Break

11:45AM: Societal challenges related to migrant integration:  
Intervention and design ideas generation (small groups session) continued  
Moderator: Alexandra Scacco

12:45PM: Lunch  
Location: IAS Common Room

2:00PM: Small group presentations of proposed interventions and designs  
Moderator: Juan Vargas
3:00PM: Break

3:15PM: Ethics of research on migration and integration
Moderator: Alexandra Hartman

4:15PM: Measurement challenges in studying migration and integration; methods resources ideas generation
Moderators: Gareth Nellis and Nahomi Ichino
Advance reading: Michael Bailey et al. - “The Social Integration of International Migrants: Evidence from the Networks of Syrians in Germany”
Advance reading: Rana Khoury - “Hard-to-Survey Populations and Respondent-Driven Sampling: Expanding the Political Science Toolbox”

5:15PM: Next steps and wrap up
Alexandra Hartman, Gareth Nellis, Alexandra Scacco, Rebecca Wolfe

5:30PM: Meeting adjourns